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IN [9], QUILLEN defined the K-groups of a ring A as the homotopy groups of a certain space 
KA = BGL(A)+ x Ko(A). 
Subsequently (cf. [lo]) he characterized the space KA as follows: One takes the category PA 
of finitely generated projective modules over A together with all isomorphisms between them. 
Then one performs a sort of Grothendieck construction on the category iPA to obtain a new 
category XgA. Quillen showed that 
KA = BXPA 
where BXgA is the classifying space of the category XPA. 
It has been shown in various places (cf. [l-4, 6, 11-131 that KA is an infinite loop space. 
This means that KA is the 0-th space of an &spectrum, i.e. there is a sequence of spaces 
EA = {E,A(n 3 0) 
and homotopy equivalences 
such that E,,A = KA. 
a,,: E,A = flE,+,A 
The most explicit construction of this sort is the Gersten-Wagoner approach[4 and 131. 
Given a ring A we associate to it the ring CA of infinite matrices over A having only finitely 
many nonzero entries in each row and column. We then divide out by the ideal generated by 
matrices in CA having only finitely many nonzero entries. The resulting ring is denoted by SA. 
Gersten and Wagoner showed there is a fibration sequence 
and that KCA is homotopy trivial. Consequently q is a homotopy equivalence. Iterating this 
process they obtain an Q-spectrum 
with structure maps 
GWA = {GW,,A = KS”Aln a 0) 
E” = n-5 KS’A + i-kKS”+‘A. 
The competing constructions are not quite as explicit. However they have the advantage of 
applying to a wider context than just to the higher algebraic K-theory of rings. For instance, 
perhaps the most highly developed of these theories is that of May[6 and 71. His theory 
associates to any symmetric monoidal category LS? an &spectrum 
MS4 = (A4,d~n 2 0). 
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If one applies his construction to the category SB = PA one gets an Q-spectrum MA = MPA 
whose 0-th space is KA. 
A natural question which immediately comes to mind is whether the two spectra MA and 
GWA are equivalent (cf. [8, problem 91). Unfortunately a moment’s reflection shows that this 
cannot be the case. For the spectrum MA is (-1)-connected, i.e. each space M,A is (n - I)- 
connected. On the other hand GWA is not (-1)-connected, since in general 
?r,,GW,A = q,KS”A = K,,(S”A) f 0. 
Similar problems arise when comparing GWA with the spectra of [l-3, 11 and 121. 
However we shall show that this is essentially the only problem which arises. Any 
R-spectrum EA which satisfies certain natural conditions will be equivalent to the spectrum 
GWA up to connectivity. In particular MA satisfies the conditions in question. 
In what follows we will use the term a higher algebraic K-theory to denote a functor E 
which assigns to each ring A an &spectrum EA = {E,Ajn 2 0) such that &A = KA 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM. Let E be a higher algebraic K-theory which has an external tensor 
product. Then there is a natural map 
f =(fn}: EA+GWA 
of spectra such that fo: EoA = KA+KA is the identity map. 
It follows that f induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups in nonnegative degrees. Upon 
killing the homotopy groups of EA and GWA in negative degrees, f becomes an equivalence. 
Thus the (-1)-connected covers of EA and GWA are equivalent spectra. 
A higher algebraic K-theory is said to have an external tensor product if it recognizes the 
following construction: Let A and B be two rings. If P is a finitely generated projective 
A-module and Q is a finitely generated projective B-module, the P @ & is a finitely generated 
projective A @ &module. This defines a functor 
called the external tensor product. It is easily checked that this induces a functor 
0: %%PA x X9’B + X$“(A @,B). 
Passing to classifying spaces we get a map 
KA x KB + K(A &B) 
which factors through the smash product as a map 
p: KA A KB +K(A Q&B). 
Definition. A higher algebraic K-theory E is said to have an external tensor product if there 
is a natural pairing of spectra 
which extends the map 
of 0th spaces 
(in the sense of G. W. Whitehead[l4]) 
A: (EA,EB)-,E(A&B) 
/.L: KA A KB+K(A&B) 
In [5] Loday found a more explicit formulation of the structure maps in GWA. 
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LODAY’S LEMMA. The structure map 
EN : G W,A = KS’A A llGW,,+,A = l-lKS”+‘A 
is the adjoint of the composite map 
S’ t, KS’A 
CXAl 
- KSZ ,I KS”A L K(SZ @&A) = KS”+‘A 
where (Y E 7~~ KSZ = roKZ = K,,(Z) = Z is the standard generator. 
Using this result he was able to show that the higher algebraic K-theory GW has an external 
tensor product. More recently May has shown that his theory M has an external tensor 
product (cf. latest version of [7]). Thus by the uniqueness theorem the theory M is equivalent 
to GW up to connectivity. It is probable that the various other theories [ 1, 2, 3, 11 and 121 can 
be shown to have an external tensor product and are therefore also equivalent to GW up to 
connectivity. 
Before we prove the uniqueness theorem, we prove another result from which the unique- 
ness theorem immediately follows. 
Definition. An fi-bispectrum is an R-spectrum of R-spectra. More precisely an R-bispec- 
trum X, is a sequence of a-spectra 
together with maps of spectra 
such that the induced maps of 0-th spaces 
5 * n.0  X”,O+~x”+,.o 
are homotopy equivalences. 
There are two spectra we can naturally associate with a bispectrum X,: the 0-th spectrum 
X0 = {Xo,n]n 2 0) (the going -up spectrum), and the spectrum 
x0 = {X#&l 2 0) 
(the going-across spectrum) with structure maps 
The following result relates these two spectra. 
UP OR ACROSS LEMMA. If X, is an Q&spectrum, there is a natural map of spectra 
f: x0+x0 
such that the map of 0-th spaces 
fo: x0.0 + x0.0 
is the identity. 
It is an immediate consequence that f induces an equivalence of spectra between the 
(-1)-connected covers of X0 and X0. 
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Proof of the up or across lemma. Let us denote by 
the composite map of spectra 
Here go: X0+X0 is understood to be the identity map. On the n-th space level the map t,, and 
the structural equivalence of the spectrum X, yield a map 
A straightforward diagram chase demonstrates the commutativity of the diagrams (up to sign) 
x. f ” 0 ” - xn.0, n20 
Thus f = (2 fn}: X0+X ’ is a map of spectra as required. 
@of of the uniqueness theorem. We use the up or across lemma and Loday’s lemma. 
Let A be any ring and let a: S’+ KSZ = EoSZ be the map of Loday’s lemma. The pairing A 
restricts to give the composite map of spectra 
S’ A ES”A 2 E,SZ A ES”A & E(SZ @#‘A) = ES”+‘A 
(where the smash product of a space and a spectrum is defined as in G. W. Whitehead[l4]). We 
then have the adjoint map 
&,, : ES”A + RES”+‘A. 
Since on the level of 0-th spaces A reduces to the map CL, the 0-th map 
f “,*: EoS”A + R EoS”+’ A 
of & coincides with the map 
E”: KS’A + f-l KS"" A 
of Loday’s lemma (and is thus an’equivalence). 
Now define an R-bispectrum 
X, = {X,, = ES”A(n 30} 
having as structure maps the maps 
&,I EPA + ES”+‘A. 
Clearly X0 = EA, while by Loday’s lemma X0 = GWA. The up or across lemma then gives us 
the required map of spectra 
f: EA+GWA. 
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